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The three new annotated bibliographies now available from IRA? They are:

*Issues in Language and Reading Instruction of Spanish-Speaking Children*

*Critical Reading: A Broader View*

*Reading and the Denied Learner*

Each bibliography contains an informative listing of pertinent references. Copies may be obtained from the International Reading Association, Six Tyre Avenue, Newark, Delaware 19711 for a nominal fee.

The series of four paperbacks for culturally disadvantaged junior and senior high school students published by Allyn and Bacon? They are written on a mature-interest, low-ability level and feature biographies, tales of suspense, adventure, and accomplishment. The titles are: *Winner's Circle, Beyond the Block, This Cool World* and *The Big Ones.*

*Linguistics: A Revolution in Teaching* by Postman and Wein-gartner? The authors discuss the new grammar, usage studies, semantics and lexicography and show how these processes of inquiry can be translated into classroom activities.

*How Children Fail* by John Holt? This is a deeply moving account of the effect of failure on children and the strategies children use to meet demands they can’t fulfill.